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The aim of the present article is to study the projective tensor product of a 
Frechet space and a Banach space and the injective tensor product of a (DF)-space 
and a Banach space. The main purpose is to analyze the connection of the good 
behaviour of the bounded subsets of the projective tensor product and of the locally 
convex structure of the injective tensor product with the local structure of the 
Banach space. ( 1992 Academic Pres, Inc. 
In his work about Frechet, (DF)-spaces, and tensor products in the 
fifties, Grothendieck [ 1 l] posed the following two problems: (1) Let X and 
F be Frechet spaces. Can every bounded subset of the complete projective 
tensor product X &,, F be lifted by bounded subsets of X and F? This is 
the so-called problem of topologies of Grothendieck. (2) Let X and G be 
(DF)-spaces. Is the injective tensor product X 0, G also a (DF)-space? 
Taskinen [20-221 proved that the answer to these problems is negative in 
general. It turned out that the local theory of Banach spaces was an 
important tool in Taskinen’s treatment of these questions. Our study here 
emphasizes the “local character” of the problems of Grothendieck. Some of 
our results could be viewed as an extension and clarification of Taskinen 
positive results in [22]. On the other hand, we give partial positive 
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solutions to some of Taskinen’s open questions in [22] and we thoroughly 
study here the injective tensor product of (DF)-spaces, which was not 
treated in [22]. To treat this case a different approach was needed and the 
main tool we use is the disintegration technique of Defant [6]. Some of 
our results have already found applications in infinite holomorphy and 
spaces of polynomials in [lo]. In particular they have consequences about 
the coincidence of the topologies TV and z,, on the space of holomorphic 
mappings defined on balanced open subsets of certain Frechet Monte1 
spaces. 
The article is divided into two sections. In the first the main results are 
proved. In the second we analyze the incidence of ultrapower techniques in 
the study of the problems of Grothendieck. 
We refer the reader to [ 181 for Banach spaces and to [ 15, 161 for 
locally convex spaces. The unit ball of a Banach space X will be denoted 
by UX. The Johnson spaces C,,, 1 6p d x, can be seen in [ 15, p. 4151 or 
in [ 16, p. 2621. We recall that C, has the metric approximation property 
if 1 <p< Z. 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
Following Taskinen [22], a pair of Frechet spaces (E, F) is said to 
satisfy property (BB) (resp. (BB, )) if every bounded subset B of E @,, F 
(resp. E On F) is contained in the closure in E &,, F of f(C@ D) (resp. in 
f(C@ D)) for some bounded subsets C and D of E and F, respectively. For 
technical purposes it is useful to add the following variant: the pair (E, F) 
is said to satisfy pvopertv (BB,) if every bounded subset of E@, F is con- 
tained in the closure in E@, F of r(C@ D), where C and D are bounded 
subsets of E and F, respectively. Clearly both (BB) and (BB/) imply (BB,). 
In fact all of Taskinen’s counterexamples to the problem of topologies of 
Grothendieck are pairs of Frtchet spaces (E, F) which do not satisfy (BB,) 
(see [20,21]). Clearly, if E and F are separable, condition (BB,) already 
implies condition (BB). Now we can prove another result that gives a 
partial positive answer to the question in [22, p. 3431. 
1. PROPOSITION. If E or F satisfies the bounded approximation property 
(abbreviated from now on by b.a.p.) and (E, F) has the property (BB,), 
then it also has property (BB). 
Proof Let (P,; i E I) be an equicontinuous net of finite rank operators 
converging pointwise to the identity of (say) E. If B is a bounded subset of 
E &,, F, then B’ := Uis, (PiBid) is a bounded subset of EQ, F. By 
assumption, we can find bounded subsets C and D of E and F, respectively, 
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such that B’ is contained in the closure in E@, F of r(C@O). This implies 
at once that B is contained in the closure in E &,, F of r(C@ D). 1 
2. PROPOSITION. Let 1 <p6 cc. 
(a)( 1 ) I,@, G is a (DF)-space if and on/~! f Y@, G is a (DF)-space 
for every PP-space Y. 
(2) C,@, G is a (DF)-space ifand only if Y@,, G is (DF),for ever) 
normed space Y. 
(b)(l) (I,, F) hasproperty (BB) (resp. (BB1)) ifandonly if( Y, F) has 
property (BB) (resp. (Be,)) for every yP-space Y. 
(2) If (C,,, F) has property (BB), then ( Y, F) has property (BB) ,for 
every Banach space Y with the h.a.p. 
This result wil be a consequence of a more general result which will be 
presented immediately. In fact our result below implies also that if 
1 <p < co and I, 0, G is a (DF)-space (resp. (I,,, F) has property (BB)), 
then Y@, G is also (DF) (resp. (Y, F) has (BB)) for every o%;-space Y. 
Accordingly every counterexample to the problem of topologies of 
Grothendieck for (12, F) is also a counterexample for (Y, F), Y any 
S$-space, 1 <p < a. This should be compared with [21]. 
Proposition 2(a)( 1) for p = m is due to Defant and Govaerts [S], 
whereas (b)( 1) for p = 1 is due to Taskinen [22]. 
In view of Proposition 2 one might think that the problems of Grothen- 
dieck are related to finite representability. This is not the case. The space 
l2 is finite representable in any Banach space X (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 2931). It 
is well known that (I,, F) satisfies property (BB) for every Frechet space F 
and I, 0,: G is (DF) for every (DF)-space G (see [8]), but there are 
Frtchet Monte1 spaces F such that (1>, F) does not satisfy (BB) and 
lz 0, FL is not (DF). This shows that a notion more restrictive than finite 
representability is needed to obtain positive results. 
Throughout this note we say that a Banach space Y is strongly represen- 
tuhle in the Banach space X if there is 13 1 such that for every finite 
dimensional subspace M of Y there is a factorization of the canonical 
injection J, of A4 into Y through a i.-complemented finite dimensional 
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By definition every diP,-space Y in the sense of Lindenstrauss and 
Pelczynski is strongly representable in I,, 1 6 p d cx, (or more generally in 
every Banach space X which contains 1; uniformly complemented), and for 
p $ { 1, rj ), every X;-space is strongly representable in I, (see, e.g., [ 19, 
22.2.51 or [7]). Every Banach space is strongly representable in the 
Johnson spaces C,,, 1 dp < ~1. The notion of strong representability has 
some disadvantages. Indeed, the fact that a Banach space X is strongly 
representable in itself already has implications about the local structure of 
X. But observe that the fact that a Banach space is strongly representable 
in itself does not imply that it has the b.a.p. Indeed, the Banach space 
C; x C, is strongly representable in itself (every Banach space is strongly 
representable in it) but it does not satisfy the approximation property by 
[16, 43.9.41. In any case there are enough examples of strong represen- 
tability to obtain interesting consequences. 
A Banach space Y is finitely representable in a Banach space X if and 
only if there is an ultralilter 9 such that Y is isometric to a subspace of the 
ultrapower (X), of X (see [ 13, 6.31). Here is the relation between strong 
representability and ultrapowers. 
3. PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. 
(1) rf Y is strongly representable in X then there is an ultrafilter 9 
such that the canonical irzjection ,from Y into ( Y), ,factors through (X), . 
(2) If X has the p-uniform projection property (cf. [ 13, p. 96]), then 
(A’), is strongly representable in Xfor every ultrafiiter 9. 
Proof. (1) We denote by I the set of all finite dimensional subspaces 
of Y ordered in the canonical way. Let 9 be an ultrafilter on I dominating 
the order filter. The components of i E I will be denoted by M, ( = i). For 
each ieI, i=M,, we find 
We define T: Y-+ (A’), by Ty := (x~)~, where x, := J,,R, y if YE M,, 
x,:=0 if y$Mi, and S: (X),-t(Y), by S(X,), :=(.Y,),, yi:=SiQ,xi. T 
and S are well defined continuous linear mappings with I/ TII d 1, IISII d A’, 
S oT=id,. 
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(2) Let M be a finite dimensional subspace of (X), and fix a basis 
(a”, 1 <k 6 n) of M, ~“=(a:)~. There is Z,,E~ such that (a;, 1 <k<n) is 
linearly independent in X for every i E I,. We put M, := span(af : 1 < k < n) 
and we apply the p-uniform projection property to find m(n) E N and a 
projection Q,: X-+X (iG I,,) satisfying Mic N, := Q,(X), dim N,dm(n), 
iiQ,i~ <,u. We may assume there is I, c I, with dim N;=m(n) for all iEZ,. 
For every iE I, we fix a basis bf Ni of the form &‘, := (a:; 1 <k 6 n) u 
(b:; n + 1 6 k < m(n)) such that llh:Jl < 1 and such that the distance of each 
hj to be span of (u:; 1 <k <II) u (/I:; n + 1 d k <I) is larger than or equal 
to 2~ ‘. We put hk := (h:), (n + 1 6 k <m(n)). It follows easily that 
28 := (a , k. 1 d k 6 n) u (b’; n + 1 d k <m(n)) is linearly independent in 
(X), . We denote by N the linear span of B and we define R, : M + N,, 
ah + a:, and S,: Ni -+ (X),, uf + uk, hf; -+ bk. As in [ 13, p. 841 we find 
II c I, such that for every iE I, there is a factorization as follows: 
MJ’1 (X), 









II R;ll d 2, IISill 6 2 
IlQlll dP 
The proof is complete. 1 
We recall from [ 13, p. 981 that all L,(p)-spaces and all reflexive Orlicz 
spaces have the p-uniform projection property for some p 3 1. 
Here is the result that implies Proposition 2. 
4. PROPOSITION. Let Y be a Bunuch space strongly representuble in the 
Bunuch space X. 
(a) Let G be a (DF)-space. Zf X@, G is a (DF)-space, then Y 0, G is 
also (DF). 
(b) Let F be a FrPchet space. Zj’ Y has the b.u.p. and (X, ,F) has the 
property (BB,), then ( Y, F) has the property (BB,). 
Proof: (a) Since the class of all (DF)-spaces is stable with respect o 
quotients and projective tensor products, it is enough to check that the 
vector valued trace 
tr: (YO, X’)@, (X0, G) + Y@, G 
is a surjective homomorphism for all locally convex spaces G. First assume 
that G is a normed space. Clearly IItrll d 1 (see [6, p. 523). Fix ZE Y@, G 
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and consider its associated operator T,: Y’ + G. We check that there are 
finite dimensional operators U E Y@ A” c L( Y’, A”), VE X8 G c L(X’, G) 
such that T; = Vo U and /I UI/ // VII < 1” 11 T=Il, from which the conclusion 
follows. Since T, is finite dimensional, there are a finite dimensional 
subspace M of Y and L E L(M’, G) with 
Now the diagram (1) yields 
L 
N’ ‘R M’ 
which gives the desired factorization U := ‘Q 0 ‘S, V := L’ ‘R 0 ‘J,. Since j. 
is independent of the normed space G, one concludes as in [6, p. 1321 the 
result for arbitrary locally convex spaces. 
(W Let ( V~J,,, N be a basis of absolutely convex 0-neighbourhoods 
in F and let (P, ; i E I) be an equicontinuous net of finite rank operators in 
Y converging pointwise to the identity of Y. We put p := sup( liPill; ie I). 
Given a bounded subset B of Y@, F, we find r, > 0 with 
Bcnm,M Z( U,@ rm V,). By assumption, there is a bounded subset D of 
F such that B’ := nmcN Z( U, 0 r,, V,) c f ( U, 0 D), the closure taken in 
X8, F. Fix z E B and in I. For M := Pi( Y) we take the factorization (1). 
Since SoQoJNaR=JM and 
we have (J,Oid)~(R@id)~(P,Oid)(z)E~ l/Rll r(U,@D), from which it 
follows that 
(f’iOid)(z)EP IIRII IIQII IISII ~(UYOD)CP~*~(UYOD)~ 
the closures now taken in Y@, F. This yields the conclusion. 1 
Suppose that Y is a Banach space strongly representable in X and that 
there is A 3 1 such that for every finite dimensional subspace M of Y there 
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is a finite dimensional superspace N of M which is I-complemented in X. 
If (X, F) has property (BB,-) (resp. (BB,)), then so does ( Y, F). The proof 
is very similar to that of Proposition 4(b). 
Now we present the results that have consequences in infinite 
holomorphy. 
5. PROPOSITION. (a) If G and H are (DF)-spaces such that the injective 
tensor product of each of them with any Banach space is also (DF), then 
G 0,. H is a (DF)-space. 
(b) Zj’ E and F are FrPchet spaces such that (X, E), (A’, F) satisfy 
property (BB,) for every Banach space X, then (E, F) satisfies proper- 
ty (BB). 
Proof (a) It can be shown as in the proof of Proposition 4(a) that 
tr:(G@,:C;)@,(C,@,H)+G@,:H 
is a surjective homomorphism: Again it is enough to check it for normed 
spaces G and H with a uniform constant. This case easily follows from the 
fact that for each I? E G 0 H, the associated operator T, E L(G’, H) factors 
where M is finite dimensional. 
(b) This is a reformulation of [22, 2.1.31. 1 
6. Remarks. (1) The results 2(a), 4(a), and 5(a) are still valid if we 
replace the class of (DF)-spaces by any class of locally convex spaces con- 
taining all normed spaces and stable under projective tensor products and 
topological quotients. For instance one might take the classes of all (gDF)- 
spaces, all quasibarrelled (DF)-spaces, or all bornological (DF)-spaces. 
(2) For examples of spaces satisfying the assumptions of Proposi- 
tion 5, we refer to [4]. 
A Frechet space E is called hilbertisable if it is the projective limit of a 
sequence of Hilbert spaces. 
7. PROPOSITION. (a) If G and H are countable inductive limits of 
Hilbert spaces, then G 0, H is a bornological (DF)-space. 
(b) If E and F are hilbertisable FrPchet spaces, then every bounded 
subset of E &,, F is contained in the canonical image of the unit ball of 
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E, &,, F,, where C and D are closed absolutely convex bounded subsets of 
E and F, respectively, and E,. and F, are the Banach spaces generated by 
them. In particular (E, F) has the properties (BB) and (BB, ). 
Proof (a) By [ 14, 3.3, 3.41, G@, X and HQ,: X are bornological 
(DF)-spaces for every normed space A’. The conclusion follows from 
Proposition 5(a) and Remark 6( 1). 
(b) Since E and F are reflexive Frechet spaces with the approxi- 
mation property, by a duality result of [S] (also see [9]), 
(EL &,, F;b)b = E @,, F holds algebraically. Moreover the equicontinuous 
subsets of (EL @,, FL)’ are exactly those bounded sets in E 6 s F which are 
contained in the canonical image of the unit ball of E,- @,, F,, C and D 
bounded subsets of E and F, respectively. From (a) it follows that every 
bounded subset of E &,, F is equicontinuous in (EL 6,. FL)‘, which yields 
the conclusion. 1 
Proposition 7(b) is a consequence of a result which is stated but not 
proved in [ 111. In [22] it is proved that a pair of separable hilbertisable 
Frechet spaces has property (BB), which clearly follows from our results. 
Recently we were informed that Kiirsten [17] gave a direct proof of 
Grothendieck’s full statement. Proposition 7 was obtained independently 
and it contains the dual version (a). 
Using Proposition 5 and the method of proof of Proposition 7 it is 
proved in [lo] that if U is a balanced open subset of a hilbertisable 
Frechet Monte1 space then the topologies ~~ and r, coincide on H(U). 
Proceeding as in the previous proof we obtain the following consequen- 
ces of Proposition 2 that emphasize the duality between the two questions 
of Grothendieck. 
8. PROPOSITION. (a) Let G be a quasibarrelled (DF)-space such that 
G 0, X is a quasibarrelled (DF)-space for every normed space X. Then 
(Gb, X) has the property (BB) f or every Banach space X with the b.a.p. 
(b) Let F be a Frtchet Monte1 space such that FL has the b.a.p.. If 
(F, X) has the property (BB) for every Banach space X, then FL 0, X is a 
(DF)-space for every norrned space X. 
2. INCIDENCE OF ULTRAPOWER TECHNIQUES 
In this section we present some results on the problems of Grothendieck 
obtained by use of ultrapower techniques. We refer the reader to [12, 131. 
The density condition of Heinrich in the context of Frtchet spaces was 
thoroughly investigated in [2, 31. It turned out that a Frechet space has 
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the density condition if and only if the bounded subsets of its strong dual 
are metrizable. Every quasinormable and every Frtchet Monte1 space has 
the density condition. A Kothe echelon space of order one has the density 
condition if and only if it is distinguished. 
1. LEMMA. Let X be a Banach space, F a locally convex space with the 
b.a.p., and 9 an ultrafilter on a set I. Let R denote the continuous linear map 
,from (X), 0, F into (X0, F), defined by (x,), 0 y + (x,@y),. Then for 
every bounded subset A of F there is a bounded subset B qf F .such that 
R--‘((T(U,@ A)),) is contained in Z(U,,,@ B). 
Proof Let ( Pj)jEJ be an equicontinuous net of finite rank operators 
converging pointwise to the identity on F and, given A, set 
B:=lJUjE,Pj(A)). We fix z=CL=,a”@bk, ak=(af),E(X)i/r, b,EF 
satisfying Rz E (T( U,@ A)), and take TE L(F, (X)$) with T(B) c UCx,; . 
We put T, := Tc Pj (~EJ). For every ~E.I and E > 0 there is a (1 + E$ 
isomorphism S: T,(F) -+ N c (X’), such that (ST,b, a”) = (T,b, ak) for 
every be F, 1 < kd t (cf. [13, 7.31). We can find ZOeG@ and continuous 
linear maps S,: N + X’ (ie I,) with llSill 6 1 + E and u = (Si~)y for every 
u E N (cf. [ 13, p. 841). Then (S,ST,; iE I) is an equicontinuous set in 
L(F, X’), hence (S,ST,), defines a continuous functional on (X0, F)y 
which is in the polar of (1 + E) -’ (r( U, @ A)), (cf. [ 12, p. 3021). Conse- 
quently we obtain 
k=l I I k=l 




Fromthisitfollowsthat I(T,z)l=lim,I(T,,z)]<l. fl 
Observe that the following result is a consequence of Lemma 1. Let X, Y 
be Banach spaces and let 9 be an ultrafilter on a set I. If Y has the b.a.p., 
then (X),0, Y is a topological subspace of (X@, Y),. 
2. PROPOSITION. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, and let F be a FrPchet space 
with the density condition. 
(1) Let us assume that (X, F) has the property (BB) and F has the 
b.a.p. If there are a countably incomplete ultrafilter 9 and a factorization of 
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the canonical injection of Y into (Y), through (A’),, then (Y, F) also has the 
property (BB). 
(2) rf (X, F) has the property (BB) (resp. (BB,)) and Y is strongly 
representable in X, then (Y, F) also has the property (BB) (resp. (BB,-)). 
Proof: (1) We first show that ((X),, F) has the property (BB.). To 
do this we let R denote the continuous linear map of Lemma 1. By the 
assumption on F and [3], X@,F has the density condition, hence, given 
a bounded subset g of (X), 0, F, we can apply [12, 1.4) to find a 
bounded subset A of F such that R(a) c (f( U, @ A)),. Now we can apply 
Lemma 1 to find a bounded subset B of F satisfying %? c f( U,,, @ B). Now 
using the factorization through (X), of the canonical injection of Y into 
(Y), it follows easily that (Y, F) has the property (BB,). It is enough to 
apply Proposition 1.1 to reach the conclusion. 
(2) Assume that (X, F) has the property (BB). For (BB,) the argu- 
ment is similar but easier. We let 9, T, S denote the same as in the proof 
of Proposition 1.3( 1) and R the same as before. Let ( V,),,, rm be a basis of 
absolutely convex 0-neighbourhoods in F. We fix a bounded subset .%J of 
Y &,, F. If R denotes the extension of R to the completions, then 
&(T @,,id)(.g) is a bounded subset of (X @,, F),. By the assumption 
and [3], X h,, F has the density condition: hence we can apply [12, 1.41 
to find a bounded subset A of F such that R 0 (T @,, id)(g) is contained in 
(~(UXOA)),. 
Fix z~&?, m~t+J. There is z,EY@F with z-z,~r(Ci,@V,,,) and 
fi~(T@ id)(z-z,)E(r(UxOVm)),. Then Ro(TOid)(z,)E(r(U,OA)), 
+ (r(U,@ V,)), =: W. We write z,=C:=,a,Ob,~ YOF, Ta,=(yf), 
with yf =jiRia, if ak E Mi, yf = 0 if uk $ M,. Therefore R 0 (TO id)(z,) = 
(c:=, Y;@b,),, which belongs to W. Hence there is I, E 9 with 
XL=, ykObkEf(UXOA)+2r(UxOV,) for each iEI,. We put M,-,:= 
sp(a ,,..., a,). Then I,:=Z,n {MEI; M,cM}E~ and if iEZ,, Z,E 
M,@F and (R;Oid)(z,)=C;=, Riak@bk=x:=, yf@b,Er(U,OA)+ 
2Z7Ui, @ V,), consequently (R, @ id)(z,) E (Q; @ id)(T(U,y @ A) + 
2f(Ui,0V,,))c3.r(U,nN,)OA)+2~“T((U,nNi)OI/,,), where the 
closures are taken in N, 0, F. Since I/Sill < ,I, we have z, E E,‘T( Uy 0 A) + 
21* r( U ,, 0 V,), hence ZEE.‘T(U~OA)+(~E.~+~)~(U~OV,), the 
closures now taken in Y G,, F. From this it follows that 
BcA2z-(U,0A). 1 
Observe that case (2) in the proposition above is a particular case of case 
(1) if the Frtchet space F has the b.a.p. 
As a consequence of the previous result and the strong form of the prin- 
ciple of local reflexivity due to Heinrich [ 13, 6.71, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
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3. COROLLARY. Let F be a FrPchet space with the density condition and 
the b.a.p. and let X be a Banach space. Zf (X, F) has the property (BB), then 
(Xl’, F) also has the property (BB). 
It is also clear that Proposition 1.3(2) and the strong form of the prin- 
ciple of local reflexivity have consequences about injective tensor products, 
if the Banach space satisfies the p-uniform projection property. We will not 
state these consequences here because it is possible to give better results 
with a direct argument. In particular the density condition is not needed in 
the Frtchet spaces in our last result. 
4. PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space. 
(a) Let G be a (DF)-space. 
(1) IfX has the b.a.p. and X”@, G is (DF), then X@, G is (DF). 
(2) rf X” has the b.a.p. and X@, G is (DF), then X” 0,: G is (DF). 
(b) Let F be a FrPchet space. 
(1) If (X”, F) has the property (BB) (resp. (BB,), ( BBF)), then 
(A’, F) has the same property. 
(2) Zf X” and F have the b.a.p. and (X, F) has the property (BB), 
then (X”, F) has the property (BB). 
Proof: (a)(l) Again (see 1.4(a)) it suffices to prove that 
tr: (X0,, X’)@,(X”@, G) + X@, G 
is a surjective homomorphism, and this must be checked for normed spaces 
(up to a uniform constant). It can be shown easily that lltrll 6 1. Take 
ZE X@, G and look at its associated finite dimensional operator 
T= E L(G’, X). Since X has the b.a.p. there is 12 1 (independent of z and G) 
and there is a finite dimensional operator SE L( X, X) such that Tz = S 0 Tz 
and IlSll < (1 + &)I. (see, e.g., [ 19, p. 1321). Dualizing this it follows that 
‘Tz = *Tz o ‘S and II ‘T,ll 11 ‘SI/ d (1 + &)A II ‘TJ, which gives the conclusion 
since ‘Tz E X” @ G c L(X’, G) and ‘SE X@ X’ c L(X’, X’). 
(a)(2) Now we check that for every normed space G 
tr: (X”@, X’)@, (X0, G) + X”@, G 
is (up to a uniform constant) a surjective homomorphism. Let 
z=cy=, x:’ my, E X” 0, G and consider its associated finite dimensional 
operator T, E L(X’, G). Since X” has the b.a.p. there are i 3 1 (independent 
of z and G) and a finite dimensional operator SE L(X’, X’) such that 
Tz = Tz o S and llSl/ d 1. (see, e.g., [ 19, p. 1321). By the principle of local 
reflexivity there is RE L(sp(xj’), X) with IIRIl < 1 + E such that (SY’, Rx:‘) 
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= (xl’, Sx’) for each x’ E A”, 1 < i < n. Put Ii := C:=, R(x,“) @ y, E X@ G c 
L(X’, G). Clearly Uq S= T, and II UI/ //SJ/ 6 (1 + E)A /I T,Il. 
(b) Let (v,,,),,,. Rd be a basis of absolutely convex 0-neighbourhoods 
in F. 
(b)( 1) We assume that (A”‘, F) has property (BB) and we fix a 
bounded subset B of X 6 IT F. Since X g,, F is a topological subspace of 
X” gn F, we can find a bounded subset D of F with B c f( Ux,. @D), the 
closure taken in X” @>, F. Fix 2 E B, E > 0, and sk E (X @,, F)’ = L( F, X’) c 
L(F,X”‘), ldk<m. There is ;,E~(U~,,@D) with I(s,,z-z,)l<l, 
1 <k<m. We write -7, = Cy= ,~z,x,O.r,,E~=, la,l~l,.u,~U,,,,!‘,~D,and 
we set M, := sp(.u,, . . . . x,,), Z:=sp(s,y,; ldj<n, 1 dkbm). By the 
principle of local reflexivity there is an isomorphism T: M, -+ N c X 
such that lITi ~1 +E and (u, T,Y)=(u,x) for all x~A4, UEZ. We 
Put z,, :=x::‘=, r;Tx,@ y,. Clearly z0 belongs to A’@ F. Moreover 
i”,E(l s)T(‘U,&)D) and’for all 1 <kdm 




(Sk, z - z() ) / 6 1 for 1 d k <m. From this it follows that z belongs 
closure in X @,, F of r( U,@ D). The other cases are treated 
similarly, using the fact that the isomorphism T can be selected to satisfy 
T I (M, n X) = id. 
(b)(2) Let (P,; jEJ) be an equicontinuous net of finite rank 
operators on X” converging pointwise to the identity in X”. Let 
p := sup( lIPill; jEJ). We set 
I := { (j, N); j E J and N a finite dimensional subspace of X’ }. 
If i = (j, N), we write j = j(i). Given i E I there is an isomorphism 
T,: P,(,,(X”) -+ Mi such that M, c X, 11 Till d 2, Til (Pic,,(X”) n X) = id, 
(T,z, u) = (z, u) for all z E P,(,,(X”), u E N. 
We fix a bounded subset B of X” 0, F and we put 
B, := Uit, ( TiPjc,,@ id)(B), which is bounded in X8, F. Indeed, let 
A,>0 (rnEb4) be such that BcC)~~~ &,r(U,-@ V,); then 
Bocnw,,, 24,r( U,@ I’,). By assumption there is a bounded subset A 
of F such that B, is contained in the closure in X@, F of r( U, @ A). 
If z = Cp=i a,O6, E B, T E (X 0, F)’ = L(F, A”) and N, := sp(Th,,; 
1 < s <p) c X’, then for every j E J and i = (j, No) E I 
Tb.r) = f: C TiPia.y, Tb.7) 
r=l 
= (T, (TiP,,,,Oid)(z)) 
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This implies that B is contained in the g(X” 0 F, L(F, X’))-closure of 
T(U,OA). 
Let (cp,, 1 E L) be an equicontinuous net of finite rank operators on F 
converging pointwise to the identity of F. We select an absolutely convex 
bounded subset D of F with p,(A) c 2- ‘D for all IE L and check that 
B is contained in the closure in X” 0, F of I-( U,,, @ D). Fix 
z = Cf=, Q,~ @ b, E B and T E L( F, A”“) with T(D) c ( U,.,)‘. For every I E L, 
T: ‘p,: F + X”’ has finite rank, hence we can find an isomorphism into 
fi: Tc q,(F) -+ X’ with I/j”il < 2, (f,x, a,) = (x, a,) for all XE Tc q,(F), 
1 6 s <p. We put T, :=,fio To cp[~ L(F, A”). Clearly T,(A) c U,,. This yields 
l(T~cp,, z>l = i (a.,, Tocp,b,)l = i <a,, TIb,) 
s=l ., = I 
=I(T,,z>l<l. 
Therefore cp,z belongs to the closure in X” 0, F of I-( U,., 0 D) for all ZE L, 
z E B. From this the conclusion follows (see Proposition 1). 1 
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